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"Some rivers should not be swum in. Some rivers hold secrets that can never be told."

Te Arepa is an adventurous Maori boy, bound to the history, customs and rituals of his people. Yet when he
comes upon a giant eel while fishing, he is convinced the creature is a taniwha, or water demon, and follows
it. Yet what Te Arepa finds in the river is far different, far more sinister. And it will change his life forever.

Te Arepa has always been curious about experiencing life beyond his tribe. His wishes seem granted when
he is awarded a scholarship at a prestigious boarding school, far away from the Maori. Leaving behind his
family and their traditions, Te Arepa sets out to discover a strange new world with customs of its own...as
well as new enemies.

When he arrives at school, Te Arepa finds the freedom and everything it offers intoxicating. But to fit in, he
realizes that he must shed his identity, culture, and even his name. And he comes to realize that what the
water demon showed him in the darkness of the river that day changed him, and that freedom comes with a
heavy price.
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From reader reviews:

Ronald Finch:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important for us. The book Into The River seemed to be making you to know
about other knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The
publication Into The River is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to be your
friend when you truly feel bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your book. Try to make
relationship using the book Into The River. You never feel lose out for everything when you read some
books.

Corey Gardner:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book thus.
There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new info. When you
read a e-book you will get new information because book is one of many ways to share the information as
well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more imaginative. When you examining a
book especially fiction book the author will bring you to imagine the story how the figures do it anything.
Third, you could share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this Into The River, you can tells your
family, friends and also soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a
reserve.

Michael Albin:

The e-book untitled Into The River is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of
the book content that will be shown to anyone. The language that creator use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of exploration when write the book, and so the
information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of
Into The River from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Emery Flores:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them
household or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV,
or perhaps playing video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look
different you can read a new book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you read you
can spent the entire day to reading a reserve. The book Into The River it is rather good to read. There are a
lot of people who recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In the event you
did not have enough space to deliver this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read
this book out of your smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book offers high quality.
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